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much to civilize our native races. It stimulated friendly intercourse

'between tribes, by enabling them to converse with each other,

whence sworn foes became lasting friends; and when meeting at

any of the Hudsoh BayCompany's trading-posts, they would con-

verse for hours of relatives who disappeared and never were heard

of again. A few years ago the Haidahs and their ancient foes, the

Kittamats, met and settled old feuds in a friendly manner. Among

other topics, the conversation turned on the raid mentioned, when

the following facts were elicited -

A long while ago, a large party of Kittamats were on a hunting

and fishing expedition, and, having reached a little island, in which

there was a good harbor, they hauled up their canoes. - One of the

party, during their stay, happening to go into the long grass and

the bushes, found concealed a large -canoe. This they hastily

launched and departec, taking the canoe and everything in it away

with them, well knowing it to be a Haidah carioe,-and that its own-

ers in all probability were not far off. When they reached home

they told how they had taken the canoe, and left the Haidahs to

perish. Some time after, when they thought that the party on the

island would be in a starving condition, and consequently glad to

accept any terms, a large party of Kittamats went to look for them.

Sailing cautiously round the islahd, they were seen by the Haidahs,

who gladly hailed them. Going on shore, the latter. presented a

pitiable appearance, and seemed ready to accept anything in prefer-

ence to death from starvation. The Kittamats demanded what they

were doing there. In answer they said they came to hunt, and that

in their absence their canoe had been stolen, and they expressed

their'desire to get away. The visitors told them to come on board,

and they would see what could be done.

These terms the sufferers disliked, but there was no choice. As

soon as all were aboard, sail was made by their captors for the Kit-

tainat village, -where all the prisoners were made slaves. Some

were kept for a time in the village, while others were sold to distant

tribes ; and, at the time of the interview, nothing was known, even

to their captors, as to the whereabouts of any of them, if alive. So

much is certain, that none of them ever returned to their native

village. And thus it happened that the slave-raiders were them-

selves made slaves. Deans.
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